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Themes: 

• Wealth 

• Poverty 

• Inequality 

• Social Justice 
Discussion Questions and Activities: 
Before Reading: 

• Discuss the word ‘inheritance’ and what it generally refers to, i.e. the wealth or property left to a person by a deceased                
relative or friend. Then read this text and discuss what the word ‘inheritance’ infers in this book.  

Literature: 
Structure - 

• This book works in a two part structure in which a story is told in illustrated written text followed by wordless evocative 
frames.  

• What does the two part structure suggest to students? 
Archetypal Tropes and Narrative Style - 

• This story might be viewed as a parable, a fable or a cautionary tale, as Armin Greder’s previous self-authored texts are.             
Discuss with students the tropes of parables, fables and cautionary tales.  

• What identifies this tale as being akin to such traditional forms of storytelling? For example, the line ‘But then their sister 
returned’ (p 7) recalls the many traditional stories in which a ‘prodigal’ or different child returns to a family and causes             
disruption or change.  

• What other parallels with fables or traditional tales did you discover in this text?  
Literacy: 
Critical Literacy and Comprehension of Written Text - 

• Students will discover layers of meaning by examining the written text closely. Consider the following quote:  

 She was strange. But then she had always been odd. Particularly since she began to travel. (Why travel, when here she 
had all she could possibly want?) (p 10)  

• Why do her brothers think she is strange?  
Interpreting and Recounting: 

• Invite students to summarise the story in their own words.  

• As a class, compare and discuss the various interpretations of this text.  
English Assessment: 

• Essay:  Answer this question in essay format, using evidence from secondary and primary sources to support your argument:  
We litter the sea and the beaches with plastic, our trawlers are emptying the ocean of fish. (p 9)  
Is pollution destroying our oceans, as this quote suggests?  

'All this will soon be yours, respect what I have built and make it prosper.' 
 

These are the last words of the old industrialist before dying. While the three brothers discuss how to fulfil their 
father's wishes, the sister lists for them the disastrous consequences that would follow: disease; marine pollution; 
deforestation; the destruction of the landscape; pollution of skies and rivers… 
 

The Inheritance tells of the greed of those who hold economic power, and reminds us that silence and inaction 
amount to complicity. With minimal text, this powerful story is told primarily through Armin Greder's distinctive 
illustrations that challenge the reader to question the status quo and fight for the future.  

Teacher Notes and Activities 

• Corruption 

• Environment 

• Climate change  


